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+441159463377 - https://www.facebook.com/pg/VeneziaPizzaToton/about/

Here you can find the menu of Venezia Pizza in Broxtowe. At the moment, there are 16 meals and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Venezia Pizza:

on Saturday evening I ordered a takeaway, delivery time spot on, nice and hot, 2 pizza, 2 dosen pop, pommes
and 2 slices chocolate fudge cake for £17.50, brilliant, even if I paid the money and the door locked 2 minutes
later the delivery ruber was back to tell me that I had given him £5 to much again, 2 pounds were very glued

together. read more. What Passport544810 doesn't like about Venezia Pizza:
We have ordered takeaway from here a few times and have enjoyed in the past. Tonight,I ordered the chicken
wrap (served with lettuce, tomato and onion) and my partner ordered the BLT burger. This finally arrived almost
an hour and a half after ordering. The chicken wrap had absolutely no salad, just a small amount of chicken in a
slightly hard wrap. The BLT burger also had no salad, just a burger with 1 rasher of bac... read more. At Venezia
Pizza in Broxtowe, crispy pizza is baked fresh using a time-honored method, And of course, you should also try

the fine burgers, with sides such as fries, salads, or wedges offered.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Burger�
CHICKENBURGER

Desser�
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

FRIES

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

BURGER

WRAP

BREAD

LAMB
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